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The number of critics of American education increase; daily; and weekly

another best-seller, attacking schools and teaching, appears in the book

stores. Paul Goodman, John Holt, Herbert Kohl, James Herndon, Irving Kozal,

Judson Jerome, Alvin Toeffler, and others have called attention to the

failure of schools, the disenchantment of teachers, and the stifling impact

of school on vast numbers of young people. Too much of the literature

of the past half dozen years has been bitterly critical rather than

constructive. Many critics have written off American schoolsoentirely and have

proposed that education he built anew with innovative procedures that

replace traditional education. Too often, the proposed innovations are

con:Adorably less effective than the "glowing" claims indicate, and,

conseouentay, some of us who are daily about the job of teaching have become

a little "gun -shy" of innovations and alternative approaches to instruction.

Therefore, let me state clearly that it is not the purpose of this article

to indite traditional instruction in speech communication as a failure, or to

propose alternative instructional strateries that are "foolproof" panaceas.

Rather, it is the purpose of this article to present three selected

innovative instructional strategies that speech communication teachers may

want to add to their repertory of available strategies. These three

alternative instructional strategies are selected because they constitute

strong new trends in speech communication education as evidenced by their

widespread use in secondary schools and colleges. These three rapidly

growing innovative instructional strategies in communication are:(1) mini-

courses, (2) games and simulation, and (3) the utilization of learning

environments outside the classroom. All three represent recent major thrusts

in edunation generally, but they have been especially adaptable to communication



education.

During the 1971-1972 school year more than thirty high schools :In

Indiana used mini-courses, modules, or learning activity packages in communication.

I have received copies of mini-courses or information about existant mini-courses

from high schools in Washington, New Jersey, California, Oklahoma, Illinois,

Florida and Indiana; and I have talked with a number of high school and college

speech teachers in the seven states in which I conducted workshops and seminars

or dolivorod pnpom during the pout year, who :arc uLing modujo or mini-(voirLeL

in their ::pooch classes. An even greater number of teachers have asked for

information on mini-courses because they wanted to consider using them. The

same situation exists for games and simulation and, to a lesser extent, for

learning activities outside the classroom. Today hundreds of students.from

.coast to coast in high schrols and junior colleges are using these strategies

to learn about speech communication and to acquire view skills and understandings.

Why are students responding favorably to these strategies in the study of

communication?

The Strengths of These Alternative Strategies for Learning

Four reasonably well-established principles of learning seem to be

embodied in these instructional strategies: (1) Students learn better when they

know what it is they are trying to learn; (2) Students learn better when they

value the objectives toward which they are striving; (3) Students learn better

when they are actively involved rather than being passive; and (4) Students

learn better when there is feedback and confirmation of learning.

1. Students learn better when they know what they are trying to.learn.

What a difference it made in the attitudes of our son and his classmates in a

high school English class when a new, young teacher began the practice of

handing out; each Monday morning, the'objectives for thatmeek and the activities

2
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that, would be used in order to achieve those objectives. It was the first

timc in four years of English that our son and his classmates had known with

specificity where they were headed each week. The change in student attitude

and achievement came as no surprise to those familiar with the literature, for
1

there is in abundance of reported research verifying the principle. Whether

the objectives are performance, criterion-referenced, 2-part, 3-part, 5-part,

or just reasonably clear general objectives, if they communicate clearly to

the student what is to be learned, other factors being e'ual, learning will

be enhanced.

2. Students learn better when they value highly what is to be learned.

When students are excited about the objectives and learning activities of the

communication unit they are studying, when they perceive the objectives as

important to their lives, when they place a high value on the expected outcomes

and desire to achieve them, then learning is facilitated. It is not unusual

that students having a strong desire to learn do learn despite poor teaching,
2

poor facilities, and any number of other handicaps. Teachers, by being

exemplary models with respect to the communication objectives of the course

or unit, can exert an attractive:and compelling persuasion as regards the'orth

of objectives. As teachers freely and openly reveal their enthusiasm, attitudes

and valuing of the objectives through their verbal and nonverbal behavior

students.more easily come to value the objectives, also.

Beyond what the teacher can do directly and indirectly, there is the

inherent value of the objective simply because of what it is--a value perceived

immediately by students as critically important to their lives. When objectives

are valued easily and quickly by students, learning is facilitated.

3. Students learn better when they are actively involved in the

learning process. Learners need to be active, not passive, They need to
3
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participate rather than being outside the process. We see this principle

coming into its own more and mere as the old model of lecture-recite-test

gives way to student-centered learning, to multiple strategies, to a varie.ty

of experiences, to creative and unique activities for learning. Discovery

learning, indirect teaching, student-selected objectives and student-designed

imAructional ntrategies are practices that utilize the principle of active'

involvement.

4. Students learn better when there is adequate feedback and

confirmation of learning. Educators agree that prompt feedback is a

valuable reinforcement of learning. A learner needs to know where he is with

reference to where he wants to be. Understanding end.skills .once acquired Teed

to be confirmed by the learner. Students need to know that they really do

.understand, that they really can perform in an exemplary manner, that they

have acquired a new ability or behavior. Such confirmation is necessary to

efficient retention and successful practical application of the knowledge

and skills obtained. Hence, an area of major concern and high priority in

speech communication today, as in all education, is evaluation and feedback.

The concern is with evaluation for valid assessment of learning and for

reliable feedback and.cenfirmatien to the learner rather than just for

administrative decisions.

Let us now consider each of the three alternative instructional

strategies in terms of the four principles just discussed.

Mini-Courses. Mini-courses in speech communication, sometimes called

Learning Activity Packages, Modules, and Unipacs are in use in several high

schools across the nation. With few exceptions the evaluation of mini-courses

by students and teachers has been high. Those mini-courses with which I am

familiar, that have, been judged to be'successful by students and teachers,

ti



have come common characteristics. Similarly, those mini-courses that hae

boon disan-ointing to students and teachers have some other characteristics

in ccmmon.

The mini-courses used so effectively in Danville, Indiana; Harrison

High School, West Lafayette, Indiana; Sammamish High School, Bellview, Washington;

Nova High School, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida; Evanston High School, Evanston,Illinois;

the Duluth Schools; San Carlos, California; and Tulsa, Oklahoma, Schools; as well as the

modules piloted by Purdue student-teachers in several Indiana high schools,

have the following characteristics in.common: (1) clearly stated objectives

(usually behavioral objectives); (2) objectives written by a professional

(tnacher, mini-course author, or instructional team), rather than by students;

(3) use Of the mini-courses as individualized learning packages rather than as

a group strategy in which all students are on the same'hini-course at the same

time; (4) utilization of a variety of instructional strategies and learning

tasks with 9Q or more of the activities having been developed by

(teacher, course author, or instructional team), rather than by students;

(5) requirement of the completion of certain specified learning activities while

allowing the student to select from the remaining activities those he wishaT to

use to fulfill the total number of activities to be completed for the cnurse;
6

and (6) clearly specified evaluation procedures.

Mini-courses with these characteristics seem to possess strengths that

enhance learning. The strengths are the learning principles identified earlier.

These mini-courses have clearly stated objectives (often criterion-referenced

objectives); they are student-centered in that the student selects the mini-course

he wishes to study as well as some of the strategies or activities he wants to

use; each mini-course utilizes a variety of instructional strate7ies, all of

which require the learner to be actively involved; and finally evaluation

5



proc(ALr(g; are clearly idrLified and uAback provided to the learner. TheLe

arc the strengths of effective mini-courses.

The ineffective mini-courses, with wEich I am familiar, seen to he

characterized by an absence of one or all of the strengths just identified.

For example, the approach to mini-course instruction in which each Ltudent is

given the last two or three weeks of the semester to "study whatever he or she

wants to study", to construct his own reading list, or to "do his own thing",

has not worked well. A few students may have the necessary skills to

construct their own mini-courses, but most students do not have these skills.

When teachers use mini-courses as a way to abrogate their teaching

responsibilities, achievement and learning suffer accordingly. Teachers

cannot escape rrom teaching by using mini-courses. Rather, they must be

prenared to engage in even more nrofessional teaching and to work even harder

than they might in the traditional lecture-recite-test situation.

Another type of mini-course that has not received favorely response

in those cases with which I am familiar is the module that relies almost

entirely on reading and then filling in blanks. These semi-programmed nackages

do not make use of the variety of materials and media that are activity-oriented

instructional strategies and they are short on meaningful performance and skill

development.

At the opposite end of the theory-application continuum are those

mini-courses that are shallow in their teaching of concerts, principles and

understanding. These mini-courses have given rise to criticism such as
7

Heidelberg's. Not only does Heidelberg make the point that high school

students are unable to construct their own courses, but they are also unable to

select cafeteria-style those modules, or projects within modules that they need

in order to have a good grasp of the course in which they are enrolled.



Heidelberp states: "Educators, in their frustration and confusion &rout how

to prepare youth for our frustrating and confusing are releasing tco

much of their guidance into hands too young to know in which way they .:ant to

steer...many school systems are dropping some recuired secondary school sul%iects

in an effort to provide a cafeteria table of relevant delectahies guaranteed to
8

tickle the mental palates of even the most apathetic attenders." In the two'

high schr,ols with which I :u familiar in which mini-courses were uzed for the

(m1.11.0 ye'ir and in which no specieic mini-courses were renuiredithe

criticism was made by both teachers--namely, that certain basic units and

fundamental skills were ignored by too many students. If mini- courses are to

be used for the entire semester or for the entire communication course, then

certain basic or foundation modules ought to be required. Similarly, within

any given mini-course certain projects may need .to be required.

Games and Simulation. As with mini-courses, games and simulation are

used in communication classrooms in high schools and junior colleges with

increasing frequency. Again, as with mini-courses, the learning principles

previously identified are in operation in games and simulation.

Genies are goal-directed, and simulations have as their reason for being

a corresrondence to the real world. Not only are games and simulation strateries

goal-directed, but they require active participation. Students are the cause

of events, rather than passive acted-upon creatures. As Gordon has emphasized:

"People usually wish to act, to participate, to Make things happen--in preference
9

to being spectators." It is not difficult to understand how students in our

complex and fast-paced world come to view themselves as powerless and incapable

of affecting their environment. Little wonder, too, that this sense of powerlessness

leads to apathy, defensiveness, and to defeatist attitudes. Simulation and games

can breakthis pattern. Students see in their causing of events in the hypothetical

7



rano or simulation situation how influence can be exerted. Thr,,uph treze

stun, nit:: min A sense of particimtory influence. They are actively

etwnred in the p-ocess rather thanteing out of it.

In addition to being coal- directed, and to rel-ing on student participation,

remes and simulation utilize prompt feedback and clear evaluation. For each

of his decisions, the student fares well or poorly. He knows immediately

.whether his decision or action has been effective or ineffective, whether he

is winninr or losing. It is not necessary for him to wait until next week,

next month, until the end of the course, or until the final examination to

receive an evaluation of his behavior. Rather, the feedback and subsenuent

confirma or nonconfirmation is immediate. In too many classroom activities,

students find that feedback is slow or perhaps unavailable, incomplete, or

artificial. Artificial feedback is rarely explained, but in a game the feedback

is real, natural, and judged along the same lines as were the student's actions

and decisions.

The chief -weaknesses in games have-been idendified_as: (1) overuse,

(2) emotirnal arousal beyond what the student an handle, (3) the necessity

for some students to take roles society does not condone, and (4) the inability

of students to translate learning outcomes from the game to real-life application.
10

Overuse of games, just as overuse of almost any instructional strategy,

turns the strategy into a fad and reduces its effectivenesS. Moreover, games

and role-playing accomplish some objectives and tasks ,(objectives concerned with

affect and process, for example). better than other objectives and tasks (factual

learning, for examele). Conseouently, teachers need to discriminate wisely

when selecting objectives to be achieved through the use of games and simulation.

G.,rden as written to this point specifically and has identified those objectives
11

in speech for which games might be used.

;;
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Lome role-playing situations and some games may create intense involvEr,i-4.17,

and it is possible that for P. riven student involvement and emotional arousal

can beceme too intense. Ordinarily, students understand that "its only a 7?..-.e"

and the protection afforded in the hypothetical situation operates well; but

when the anger, frustration, or other emotional arousal over-rides the "gar..e" or

"role-playing", then the strateiry has become too motivating.

A third nossible problem associated with some games is that a student

may he required by the rules of the geme(or in the role-playing situations by

.Ulf! proneri bed role) to enpage in behavior tiad. :eciety dont, not itconde,n,:.

ethical to require a per non to eneage in behavior explicitly discouraged and

condemned by,..society ? Does a. game requiring such behavior teach that behavior ?
12

Proponents of games claim the answer to both questions is no, and little or

no of these harms has been reported in our literature. Nevertheless,

the utilizing, games and simulation needs to ansver the question to his

own satisfaction.

Finally, a possi": le weakness in the use of games is failure to translate

the learning into behavior in the real world. The effective teacher, as manager

of the learning situation, will move freely from game to discussion of ti7eor7,

from gaze to observation and analysis of the real-world counterpart, and from

game to application by the student in other situations as seems necessary. When

the teacher abdicates nis role, however, and allows the class to "just play games"

without attention to expected outcomes, then achievement may suffer accordingly.

The communication teacher in high school or college who desires to know

more about games and simulation has a wealth of material available. The literature

on games has been reviewed by Cherryholmes, Boocock and Schild, Gorden, and
13

Gordon. The sociological and psycholog=ical dimensions of games as real-
14

life phenomena have been discussed by Rapoport and Berne. For relatively

0
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15thorough treatments of game theory, one could read Chapman or Kahn and Mann.

Games as applied to education generally have been discussed by Boocock and
16

Schild, Beck, Bogdanoff, and Klietsch and Dodge. For discussions of games
17

in communication one can read Bostrum, Kline, and Gordon. Games identified

as appropriate for communication by one or more of the above writers include:

Password, Word Power. Propaganda, Democracy, Verdict II, Wff 'N Proof, Quad,

The Cities Game, Public Opinion, Nine Men Plus, Insight, Prediction, In-quest,
18

Cubic and Bang-42.

Learning Outside the Classroom. Today there is a considerable trend

toward making the community and its institutions a part of the educational

process in a direct way. Rather than limiting instruction to fact-centered,

classroom-centered, and teacher-centered approaches, we are seeing a shift

toward ;student- centered, experience- centered, and problem-centered instruction.

As teachers seek to provide valid experiences and to make learning problem-

centered, instruction tends to occur both inside and outside of classrooms.

Increasingly, schools are accepting the strategy of going into the real world

to learn about the real world. Margaret Mead has stated: "One of the most

important aspects of education today is the need for an open system--one that
19

lets people go out to do other things and come back in again." Although

she was not referring to secondary school speech communication classrooms,

the principle applies to communication instruction as well as to all instruction

at any level.

It is unfortunate that many teachers and even more administrators

seem to believe that for students to learn they must be in the classroom,

seated in rows, and quietly listening. Students, however, often learn more

efficiently when they actively engage in real actions involving people and

tangtble objects. Thanks to Piaget, we know that a learner's actions on

things are what facilitate his mental activity or thinking; and", thus,

11



.a cc.mhination of in-class and out-of-class learning activities may well he

the most efficient strategy for learning. Anparently, this proce,,:ure is widely

practiced in elementary schools, secondary schools, and schools of high,:r

education in China. Whitehead has written: "At every level of Chinese

education heavy emphasis is placed on the anplication of knowle.;ge on tie far

and in the workshop, the la oratory, and the factory... In Chen Hsien Primary

school, for example, the most innovative procedure is its workshops--heginning

at age 11, children spend a half day a week producing items such as bus steps,

oil filters, carburetors, and radio sets. They run machine presses, electro-

plate, etc...Noarby factories send workmen to the schools to teach students.

Students leave the schools periodically to build houses, dig fish Ponds, and

sink wells. The combination of classroom and' outside- the- classroom learning

20
is characteristic of all elementary and secondary schools in China."

At Purdue University, as well as at several other universities, credit

for work experience can be given and new proposals for expanding out- of- schcoi

credit are being considered. Provost Robinson recently stated: "There is a

strong possibility that college attendance in the future is going to be less a

matter of going to a specific institution on a fulltime basis for four

consecutive years, and more a process of mixing some years of such attendance

with work experience, part-time study, evening study, television and radio

course offerings, and the like. This may be a very desirable trend, as it will

make education more of a lifelong process. It is incumbent upon universities

to develop programs and alternatives which will make it possible for students
22

to pursue these less traditional paths to learning Recent impetus for

outside-of-classroom learning has come, from the Carnegie Corporation and the

Ford Foundation who have made grants to spark. American versions of the

"lighthouse effort" in England, the Open University:23

1:
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A :I.:0)er of examples of learning activities outside classrooms

and even entire learning programs outside classrooms, are already un'ierway in

24
Several American school systems. High schools in Philadelphia, ::.eattle, and

nankato, for example, are making use of various learning sites and activities
25

in the community.

In speech communication, teachers in high schools and colleges are

utilizing outside-the-classroom instruction as a part of their credit courses.

Yiean Chamber's outstanding persuasion unit in her speech classes at Roosevelt

High school in Gary, Indiana made use of persons and organizations in the

community. Students observed, analyzed, and participated in "real persuasion"

in the city of Gary. Mayor Hatcher and others in leadership positions in

city government and various organizations in the community were most cooperative

and supportive of the students' study of the process of persuasion in a real

setting.

In any number of speech classrooms in high schools and colleges, students

have studied problem-solving discussion by visiting real groups outside the

classroom and observing them in action or they have participated directly with

outside groups; and, frequently, classes have selected real problems in their

school or community and have proposed specific solutions and won acceptance and

implementation of their plans for solving the problems. In persuasion, interpersonal

communication, radio and television, public address, and other courses, imaginative

teachers have taken advantage of learning opportunities outside the classroom.

As with learning modules and games and simulation, the principles

identified early in this article are very much in operation in these outside-the-

classroom activities. The objective of the activity in the real world is quite

clear; the learning in these situations is nroblem-centered and, usually, easily

seen by students as valid and important. Students are actively involved; and,

12



feedback and confirnation of successful decisions and actions are obvious

n:Itural consequents. Considerable time and effort on the part of teachers

are required for the effective use of learning opportunities outside the

classroom. As 14artha Ellison has pointed out, open education is not for the
26

timid or lazy teacher. Open education requires the teacher to use nrucience

in the selection of activities,to make rood pedagogical decisions as to ways

of integrating outside-of-classroom activities with in-class instruction, and

to operate effectively as an administrator and human relations expert as he

wins support and cooperation from those persons in the organizations and in

the community with whom.:ttudents need to work.

Mini-courses, games or simulation, and outside-the-classroom le:rning

activites---all require time, energy, understanding, and ability on the part

of the teacher beyond what might be required for traditional teaching. These

alternative strategies are not panaceas, nor is any one of them an "easy way"

to teach, but they are rapidly growing trends because when they are managed

well, they are effective alternative instrztional strategies.

William D. Brooks

Purdue University
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